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Whether decisions on these
issues are meaningful with re-
spect to the dimension of sec-
tionalism can be empirically in-
vestigated by the application of
Guttman scaling analysis. Each
of a body of decisions has been
judged in terms of what has his-
torically been considered the
Northern and Southern position.
The vote of each justice on each
Supreme Court decision is then
categorized as &dquo;Northern&dquo; or
&dquo;Southern.&dquo; &dquo; If the votes can be
ordered to conform to the model
of a scale (accordin to prescribed
minimum standards), we can infer
that a single variable or frame of
reference adequately accounts for
the total variation in votes among
the justices. In this case the
terms under which the votes were
categorized would justify labeling
the single variable &dquo;sectionalism. &dquo;

If the scale pattern is achieved we
will be able to rank the justices
according to the degree to which
they are &dquo;Northern&dquo; or &dquo;Southern&dquo;
in their total voting patterns over
a given period of time. We will
also be able to characterize the
degree to which a given vote on a
given decision represents the
&dquo;Northern&dquo; or &dquo;Southern&dquo; posi-
tion. By noting the deviations
from the perfect scale pattern we
will be able to indicate those deci-
sions in which one or more fac-
tors other than sectionalism was
probably involved, and/or we will
be able to pick out any justice who
did not view the decisions in the

same frame of reference as that
applied by most of the other jus-
tices. It should also be possible
in some cases to demonstrate
that the vote of a given justice on
a given decision can reasonably
be interpreted as representing a
position opposite that of other
justices who voted the same way.
The final step in our analysis
will involve demonstration of the
degree of relationship between
background factors and the scaled
&dquo;Northernness&dquo; and &dquo;Southern-
ness&dquo; of the justices.

Of course, it is possible that
no scale with respect to section-
alism can be demonstrated with
these data. Such a negative re-
sult would have considerable
bearing upon long-accepted
historical interpretations of pre-
Civil War Supreme Court deci-
sions.

This technique of scaling
analysis applied to other decisions
and other issues should make
possible characterization of the
patterns of Supreme Court de-
cision-making over given periods
of time with a great degree of
clarity and precision. At the
same time, it will provide a
more reliable basis for analysis
of the relationship of social and
economic background factors and
judicial behavior.

--John R. Schmidhauser
--David Gold

State University of Iowa

4. National Support for Behavioral Science
Excerpts from the statement dated Feb., 1958

I. NATURE OF BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE

The United States finds itself
today in a world situation which
demands assessment of every re-
source of physical, intellectual,
and moral power. In this memo-
randum a group of citizens exam -
ines the present state of behavior-
al science and how it can improve
international relations and foster

national intellectual and moral
power. We identify areas in be-
havioral science where accelera-
tion of understanding is feasible,
and where application of such
knowledge to our problems is
crucial....

Though the West leads jhe
Soviet Unio fl in accomplishments
in behavioral science at present,
and has more and better trained
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scientists, the fact that this field
is at an early stage of develop-
ment, here and in all other na-
tions, means that we could be
surpassed by a country which con-
centrated serious effort to that
purpose, if we do not intensify
our own efforts.

We must assume the proba-
bility of a breakthrough in the
control of the attitudes and beliefs
of human beings through excep-
tionally effective educational tech-
niques, drugs, subliminal stimu-
lation, manipulation of motives,
or some as yet onrecognized
medium. This’could be a weapon
of great power in. Communist
hands, unless comparable ad-
vances in the West produce effec-
tive countermeasures.

The democratic conviction of
the dignity of man and his role in
society is a point of view that
stimulates development of behav-
ioral science. Concern for the
individual has traditionally set
problems for philosophers,
statesmen, and spiritual leaders.
Human behavior represents a
complex intermingling of moral
and physical considerations, and
there is an important region of
overlap between behavioral sci-
ence and the humanities, partic-
ularly history, languages, litera-
ture, philosophy, and religion.
The sciences of man often build on
and clarify the wisdom of the hu-
manities, and attempt to formu-
late and test precise laws.

Before World War I it would
have been difficult to point to
many applications of basic re-
search in behavioral science that
were better than the common-
sense judgments of competent in-
dividuals. Now there are in-
stances in which basic research
has led to important advances
that have already had impact on
society. These include: intelli-
gence and aptitude testing; tech-
niques to speed learning and in-
crease the effectiveness of edu-
cation ; use of drugs in alleviating
or curing certain mental ill-

nesses ; sample survey methods
using mathematical statistics for
measuring and predicting social
trends; development of increas-
ingly reliable economic indica-
tors fundamental to planning in
government and industry; use of
group dynamics to improve the
efficiency of face-to-face work-
ing groups; and many others.
Such achievements make for
widespread general acceptance--
sometimes too enthusiastic and
uncritical--of behavioral science.

IB7 ehavioral science, di-
rect3 probing man’s central
nature, gives promise of increas-
ing his degrees of freedom and
expanding his effectiveness and
creativity. He can be released
from the constriction of life by
neurosis and feeblemindedness
and the tragedy of psychosis; the
limitation of opportunity from in-
adequate education, associated
prejudice and bias; the diminish-
ing of contentment and effective-
ness from marital strife, indus-
trial unrest, crime and delin-
quency ; and perhaps most of all,
the fear of international conflict
which constrains the free expres-
sion of the world’s peoples. To
these central problems of human
existence the sciences of man ul-
timately address themselves....

110 ILLUSTRATIVE FIELDS OF
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH

A few examples of the many
areas of basic research which
can be applied to bettering human
life are:

a. Drug Effects on Behav-
ion. Beginning with the sedatives
and anesthetic drugs, and drama-
tized at present by new tranquil-
lizing and anti-depressant com-
pounds, the field of psychophar-
macology is developing with vast
potential importance for under-
standing behavior .... The wide
range of possible industrial and
medical uses is apparent.
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b. Creatiyity . Among the
highest traits is the ability to pro-
duce new intellectual discoveries
and artistic products. Such novel-
ty invests life with richness.
Methods are being developed for
investigating the creative pro-
cesses of geniuses and others of
unusual ability, as well as the ef-
fects on them of early experiences
and other influences. Quantitative
techniques are being worked on
for measuring and analyzing in-
ventive processes of discovery.
The conditions under which cre-
ative activity flourishes and the
role of emotions in aiding or
blocking it also are being investi-
gated. All this work can lead to
expansion of horizons of satisfac-
tion for the artist and creator as
well as for those who profit from
their endeavors.

c. Human Performance Ca-
pabilities and Limitations Under
Stress .... Basic research ef-
fort is needed to explore not only
the limits of human capability
under stress, but also the tech-
niques that may be used to im-
prove performance under such in-
fluences.

d. Personnel Utilization....
The demands that will be placed
on military and civilian personnel
management systems of the future
cannot be fulfilled without full ap-
plication of behavioral science....

e . Decision Process .... The
theory and empirical analysis of
human decision processes have
been vigorously pursued during
the last ten years, with promising
progress.

f. Group Functioning.... For
a small group to be efficient, each
member must contribute the par-
ticular technical and social skills
expected of him. Basic research
on group functioning will almost
certainly yield important general
principles for group assembly,
training, and management, be-
cause a number of the technical
tools and concepts needed for this
effort are now available.

g. Measurement of Economic
Process .... Measuring the effects
of psychodynamic factors on con-
sumer preferences, of political
boundaries on the flow of trade,
of morale factors on fluctuations
in stock values, and of numerous
other related elements can even-
tually put our understanding of
economic matters on a basis of
more precise science, and so aid
in the effective mobilization of
resources.

h. Cultural Differences and
Change.... The facts of cultural
differences and rapid social
change present difficulties to
American programs of foreign
aid and diplomatic or other com-
munication with peoples abroad.
Consequently, it is urgent that
we develop a scientific under-
standing of our own and other
ways of life....

i. Man-Machine Svstem De-
~.... The advances in technol-
ogy of mechanical components,
such as electronic computers,...
have led to rapid increases in
system complexity so that the
available knowledge about the ca-
pacities and limitations of man
in man-machine systems has be-
come more and more inadequate.
...In part, this deficiency results
from the fact that only primitive
methods are available for compar-
ing the effectiveness of systems
in which human beings and equip-
ment must be coordinated. In
part, the deficiency is attributable
to inadequate scientific informa-
tion about man’s perception,
memory, reasoning, and decision-
making capabilities....

III . PERSONNEL AND FINAN-
CIAL SUPPORT FOR BEHAVIOR-
AL SCIENCE

/-fn this section are presented
data showing the vastly dispropor-
tionate aid given by the Federal
Government to social science when
contrasted with aid to the natural
sciences.7...
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IV. EXAMPLES OF PROGRAM
NEEDS FOR BEHAVIORAL SCI-
ENCE

Most of the research in be-
havioral science is conducted by
individuals working alone or as-
sociated with a few colleagues or
students. It is desirable to
maintain the freedom and diver-
sity which characterize such
work. At the same time it is
desirable to support the mixed
strategy of establishing a num-
ber of programs or institutes,
organized primarily in univer-
sities, which carry out broad and
continuing researches focused on
a defined target area....

a. An institute for the for-
mu~.atio~ of aenpral behavior
theory,....

b. Additional 1 foreign area
study centers bevond those that at
present exist in American univer-
cities....

c. A program for the study
of processes sucl~ as? concept for-
mation, logical problem solving,
thinking, and decision making, in-
cluding the use of electronic com-
puters to simulate the theoretical
models of such functions.

d. A program on the use of
social statistics in the develop-
ment of theories of social chancfe
and the prediction of future
trend....

e. An institute for the study
of the identification. motivation.
and education of talented students
for useful careers in our society.

V. TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
FOR BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

.. While a systematic analy-
sis has not been made of facility
requirements, a few examples
may be given:

a . Electronic data storage
and retrieval mechanism for the
Human Relations Area Files a

compendium of categorized infor-
mation!2n several hundred soci-
eties of the world....

b. Electronic computer cen-
ters, needed for behavioral sci-
ence research, just as for other
areas.

c. Laboratory for research
on primate behavior, with facili-
ties for breeding and care of
large numbers of animals....

d. Survey research facili-
ties are essential for manv kinds
of research....

VI. CONTRIBUTIONS OF BE-
HAVIORAL SCIENCE TO FOS-
TERING THE PEACE

... There has been almost no
systematic research in behavior-
al science concerning internation-
al relations and diplomacy, nego-
tiation, the prevention of war, or
the operation of arms control
systems. Yet our most striking
diplomatic successes have been
mixtures of technology and poli-
tics. Such was our open-skies
proposal and our atoms-for-peace
plan. Human technologies can
also be employed. Behavioral
scientists could make a specific
contribution to this.

Immediate efforts toward na-
tional defense should be paral-
leled by research to discover
methods for achieving more per-
manent and satisfactory means of
international agreement. Such
discoveries would provide great-
er security for peoples generally
than the invention of any new
weapons system.

This is a mission which de-
mands all the wisdom and imagi-
nation that behavioral scientists
can bring to bear. It is aimed at
operating upon the causes rather
than the means of war. This can
involve efforts to alter the atti-
tudes which create tensions among
nations. It also can include ob-
jective studies of what other
peoples really think of us; clari-
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fication of our own self-image and
aspirations; scientific devising of
our information programs; devel-
opment of assistance programs to
suit the culture of receiving coun-
tries ; and reduction of the stress
on underdeveloped nations we aid,
which results from technological
change....

Vn. THE PLACE OF BEHAV-
IORAL SCIENCE IN NATIONAL
DEFENSE

... Each of the areas of basic
investigation mentioned earlier in
this report has military implica-

’ 

tions, and as the methods of war
grow more efficient the need in-

, 
creases for more precision in un-
derstanding behavior of men in
military systems....

Gross variability in human

~I performance once was acceptable
in war, because so many other
factors fluctuated. But in modern
weapon systems the greatest
source of error is man, and con-
sequently a precise science of his
acts is urgently required....

VIII. CONTRIBUTIONS OF BE-
HAVIORAL SCIENCE TO THE
NATIONAL STRENGTH AND
SPIRIT

The strength of a nation de-
pends on its technical and mater-
ial assets, and on the scientific
research which constantly expands
these physical resources. But na-
tional strength is equally depend-
ent upon human factors which de-
termine how effectively physical
resources are used: the health,
morale, and motivation of the
population, as well as the formal
and informal organization of the
society. The well-being and hap-
piness of its citizens are goals of
a democratic society, rather than
mere means for the attainment of
greater material strength. And
the productivity of society is de-
pendent upon all these human fac-
tors, which are the subject of
study of behavioral science....

Fear of the Russians, and
measures we must take to meet

the Soviet challenge, are not the
only motives for supporting such
research. Preservation of our
advantages and sharing them with
the world are other motives even
more compelling than fear of a
strong enemy.... /_TJhe United
States must be strong physically
and morally, and therefore needs
to pursue such investigations in
behavioral science as will con-
tribute to this strength.

--Raymond A. Bauer
Ford Foundation Visiting Profes-

sor, Harvard Business School
--George P. Berry, Dean
Harvard Medical School

--Paul H. Buck, Professor of
History and Director of the Uni-
versity Library, Harvard Uni-

versity
--Ralph W. Gerard, Professor
of Neurophysiology (Psychiatry)
Mental Health Research Institute

University of Michigan
--H. Bentley Glass

Professor of Biology
Johns Hopkins University
--Rev. C. Leslie Glenn

Mental Health Research Institute
University of Michigan
--Clyde K. Kluckhohn

Professor of Anthropology
Harvard University

--Donald G. Marquis, Chairman
Department of Psychology

University of Michigan
--Robert K. Merton

Professor of Sociology
Columbia University

--James G. Miller, Director
Mental Health Research Institute

University of Michigan
--Max F. Millikan, Director

Center for International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology
--Frank Stanton, President

Columbia Broadcasting System
--Samuel A. Stouffer, Director
Laboratory of Social Relations

Harvard University
--Ralph W. Tyler, Director

Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences
Stanford, California

--John C. Whitehorn, Director
Department of Psychiatry

Johns Hopkins University Medical
School


